RUÍZ QUINTÉS, PEDRO (201-321194)

AMMABIST, UNIDUS AND SUBJ OPPA-63904 HAVE ALL STATED PEDRO RUÍZ QUINTÉS AND RÍNALDO LAGO Y CARDÓNII, BOTH PHILIPPINE SOURCES PRI, IDEN A DETAINED ENGAGE LOCAL CA ACTIVITY AND HAS RECENTLY BEEN PROVIDING HELP FROM IDEN C (BZZA) WHO WILL PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE, OFFICE SPACE AND OBTAIN PHILIPPINE LEGAL APPROVAL FOR IDEN A CA PUBLICATION, FEEL IT IMPERATIVE STATION DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY PROVIDE INITIAL ASSISTANCE THEN A IN EXCHANGE FOR HIS ASSISTANCE ACCOMPLISHING OBJECTIVES PARA 2 REF B, WISH REiterate STATION NOT INTERESTED CA OUTLET FOR SE BUT INTERESTED USING IT TO ACCOMPLISH OUR PK OBJECTIVES.

STATION NEVER ADVISED THEM A CLEARANCE CANCELLED, SUB OPPA 35495 AND OPPA 44880 FOR ENG PARA ONE AND TWO. REQUEST CLARIFICATION.

VIEW DR INQUIRY DIRECT SUBTITLE INVOLVEMENT IDEN A AND B, STATION PROPOSES USING AMMABIST 1 TO HANDLE IDEN A AND B, REQUEST FOR IDEN A AND B, WILL FORWARD HI IDEN C FOR CLEARANCE.